1. **Progress Made Since Last Stats Report Submitted:**
   Since the last project status report was submitted I have completed the traceability matrix as well as designing all of my data entry and statistical forms. I also began to familiarize myself more with MySQL in order to gain knowledge about how the SQL instructions are implemented.

2. **Plans for Upcoming Time Period Until Next Status Report Due:**
   Begin implementing the volleyball database into MySQL and refine the data entry forms to allow for easier user operation and easier data manipulation. Also, begin to debug the main statistical interface.

3. **Issues Resolved:**
   Connecting the program made with Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 and MySQL may be easier than first thought. Apparently the database can be accessed using the ODBC built into windows. More information will need to be located before complete knowledge is known about connecting to the database.

4. **New Issues to be Addressed:**
   No knew issues need to be addressed.